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Abstract
In this work, we simulate electron dynamics in molecular systems with the Time-
Dependent Density Matrix Renormalization Group (TD-DMRG) theory. We leverage
the generality of so-called tangent-space TD-DMRG formulation and design a general
computational framework in which the dynamics is driven by the exact non-relativistic
electronic Hamiltonian. We show that, by parametrizing the wave function as a matrix
product state, we can accurately simulate the dynamics of systems including more than
20 electrons and 30 orbitals. We apply the TD-DMRG algorithm to three problems
that are hardly targeted by time-independent methods: the calculation of molecular
(hyper)polarizabilities, the simulation of electronic absorption spectra, and the study
of ultrafast ionization dynamics.
1 Introduction
Ultrafast spectroscopic techniques based on attosecond light pulses1–5 can probe electronic
motions under strong non-equilibrium conditions in molecular systems.6–8 The interpretation
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of the resulting experimental data calls for new computational methods to simulate elec-
tron dynamics with proper inclusion of quantum effects. The design of so-called “real-time
electronic-structure methods”9 has focused so far on solving of the electronic time-dependent
(TD) Schro¨dinger equations based on wave function parametrization borrowed from time-
independent (TI) quantum-chemical algorithms. However, the relative accuracy of these
TI-based methods will change drastically when applied to the time domain, since a molecule
with a single-reference ground-state wave-function may become strongly correlated when
driven out of equilibrium. Therefore, the design of systematically improvable wave function-
based TD algorithms is the key to reliable electron dynamics simulations. On the one hand,
real-time time-dependent density functional theory (RT-TD-DFT) is the only algorithm that
can accurately target molecules with several dozens of atoms,10–14 but exchange-correlation
functionals that are parametrized on TI problems do not reproduce fundamental effects,
such as Rabi oscillations in few-particles systems.15 On the other hand, wave function-based
methods, such as the time-dependent formulation of Coupled Cluster,16–20 Configuration In-
teraction (TD-CI),21–23 and Complete Active Space Self-Consistent Field24–29 do not suffer
from such limitations, but their range of application is limited by their high computational
cost.
In the present work, we show that large-scale TD-CI simulations are feasible based on
the time-dependent density matrix renormalization group (TD-DMRG) algorithm.30 In its
standard time-independent formulation,31,32 DMRG is an optimization algorithm for wave
functions expressed as matrix product states (MPSs).33 Applications to quantum-chemical
problems have demonstrated that full-CI (or complete active space CI, CAS-CI) molecular
wave functions for up to 100 orbitals can be encoded as compact MPSs,34–44 and can there-
fore optimized efficiently with DMRG. However, the application of TD-DMRG to electron
quantum-dynamics is much less explored.45 Among the various TD-DMRG variants,46–50 the
approach presented here relies on the so-called tangent-space formulation51,52 for two reasons.
First, its numerical stability enables studying long-time dynamics with a constant accuracy.
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Moreover, its generality makes it applicable to arbitrarily complex Hamiltonians, including
quantum-chemical ones. We extend the framework that we designed for vibrational and
vibronic quantum dynamics53 to the non-relativistic electronic Hamiltonians, including spin
symmetry54,55 and supporting time-dependent perturbation. We benchmark the TD-DMRG
accuracy on three problems that are standard targets of real-time electronic-structure algo-
rithms. First, we simulate the ionization dynamic of benzene for active spaces including up
to 26 orbitals. Then, we show how electronic absorption spectra can be efficiently calculated
based on TD-DMRG propagations. Finally, we calculate high-order molecular properties
based on a time-dependent finite-different approach.22,56,57
2 Electronic TD-DMRG theory
2.1 MPS/MPO-based DMRG
DMRG encodes a full-CI (or complete active space CI) wave function for an L-orbital system,
|Ψ 〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL
Cσ1,...,σL| σ1, · · · , σL 〉 , (1)
as a matrix product state (MPS)
|ΨMPS 〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL
m∑
m1,...,mL−1
Mσ11,a1M
σ2
a1,a2
· · ·MσLaL−1,1| σ1, · · · , σL 〉 . (2)
Eq. (2) expresses the CI tensor Cσ1,...,σL as a product of L 3-dimensional tensors M
σi
ai−1,ai ,
where the σi index labels the allowed occupations of orbital i, and the indexes ai−1 and
ai have maximum dimension m, usually referred to as “bond dimension”. Any CI wave
function is represented exactly by an MPS with a bond dimension that grows exponentially
with L, but the area law58 ensures that ground states of short-ranged Hamiltonians can be
encoded with much more compact MPSs. It has been shown34–44 that electronic ground-
state of molecular systems can often be encoded as a compact MPS, even though the area
3
law prerequisites are not met.
Time-independent DMRG optimizes the tensors Mσiai−1,ai based on the variational prin-
ciple. To do so, the non-relativistic electronic Hamiltonian Hele that reads in second-
quantization as
Hele =
∑
pq
hpqa
†
paq +
1
2
∑
pqrs
〈pq|rs〉a†pa†qasar (3)
where hpq and 〈pq|rs〉 are one- and two-electron integrals, respectively, is encoded as a matrix
product operator (MPO),
Hele =
∑
σ,σ′
bmax1∑
b1=1
· · ·
bmaxL−1∑
bL−1=1
H
σ1,σ′1
1b1
· · ·Hσ1,σ′1bL−11| σ 〉〈 σ′ | . (4)
as proposed in Ref. 59. The MPS energy functional E[|ΨMPS 〉] obtained combining Eqs. (2)
and (4) is minimized iteratively one tensor at the time, starting from the first orbital (or
“site”, in DMRG language) and increasing i at each step. This minimization is equivalent
to the alternating least squares algorithm for tensor train,60 and leads, for site i, to the
following eigenvalue problem
∑
bi,bi+1
∑
σi,σ′i
∑
a′i,a
′
i+1
Lbiai,a′i
W
σi,σ
′
i
bi,bi+1
R
bi+1
ai+1,a′i+1
M
σ′i
a′i,a
′
i+1
= EMσiai,ai+1 . (5)
where L and R are so-called boundaries that collect the partial contraction between the
MPO and MPS for sites [1, i− 1] and [i+ 1, L], respectively.61
The MPS representation given in Eq. (2) is not unique, i.e. there exist gauge transforma-
tions that change Mσi without changing the underlying wave function |ΨMPS 〉. A sufficient
condition to fix this gauge freedom is to left-normalize all tensors up to site i, such that62
∑
ai−1,σi
Mσiai−1,aiM
σi
ai−1,a′i
= δai,a′i , (6)
and to right normalize the remaining tensors, so that
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∑
ai,σi
Mσiai−1,aiM
σi
a′i−1,ai
= δai−1,a′i−1 . (7)
It is useful to introduce the left- and right-renormalized bases for site i (| a(l)i 〉 and | a(r)i 〉
respectively) defined recursively as follows:
| a(l)i 〉 =
∑
ai−1
∑
σi
Mσiai−1,ai | a(l)i−1 〉
| a(r)i 〉 =
∑
ai+1
∑
σi+1
Mσi+1ai,ai+1| a(r)i+1 〉
(8)
| a(r)i 〉 and | a(l)i 〉, constitute an effective m-dimensional subspace of the | σ1 · · · σi−1 〉 and
| σi+1 · · ·σL 〉 bases, respectively. In terms of Eq. (8), Eq. (5) is obtained by projecting the
full-CI problem in the | a(l)i σia(r)i+1 〉 basis.
2.2 Tangent-space TD-DMRG
The tangent-space TD-DMRG theory52 derives the equation of motion governing the prop-
agation of the Mσi tensors from the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle.63 The best MPS
representation |ΨMPS(t) 〉 of the exact full-CI wave function |ΨCI(t) 〉 is obtained minimizing,
at each time t, the functional F (t) defined as (in Hartree atomic units)
F (t) =
∥∥∥∥H|ΨMPS(t) 〉 − i∂|ΨMPS(t) 〉∂t
∥∥∥∥2 . (9)
H|ΨMPS(t)〉 is represented by a MPS with bond dimension larger than that of |ΨMPS(t)〉.61
Therefore, an exact MPS representation of the time-evolving wave function, corresponding
to F (t) = 0, would require a continuous increase of m with time, an effect known as en-
tanglement barrier.64–67 To avoid that, TD-DMRG minimizes F (t) to obtain the best MPS
representation of the wave function for a given bond dimension m. The optimal MPS is
obtained as solution of the differential equation51
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i
∂|ΨMPS(t) 〉
∂t
= P|ΨMPS(t) 〉H|ΨMPS(t) 〉 , (10)
where P|ΨMPS(t) 〉 is the so-called tangent space projector to the manifold Tm of MPSs with
bond dimension m. In practice, all MPSs with a given bond dimension form a subspace of
the full-CI space, and Tm represents the linear approximation of such space in the vicinity
of |ΨMPS(t) 〉. P|ΨMPS(t) 〉 is the projection operator onto Tm. The closed-form for P|ΨMPS(t) 〉
reads51,52
P|ΨMPS(t) 〉 =
L∑
i=1
∑
a
(l)
i−1σia
(r)
i
| a(l)i−1σia(r)i 〉〈 a(l)i−1σia(r)i | −
L−1∑
i=1
∑
a
(l)
i ,a
(r)
i
| a(r)i a(r)i 〉〈 a(l)i a(r)i |
=
L∑
i=1
P(1)i −
L−1∑
i=1
P(2)i .
(11)
and is expressed in terms of the renormalized bases | a(l)i 〉 and | a(r)i 〉. With these approxi-
mations, Eq. (10) becomes
i
∂|ΨMPS(t) 〉
∂t
=
(
L∑
i=1
P(1)i −
L−1∑
i=1
P(2)i
)
H|ΨMPS(t) 〉 . (12)
The solution of Eq. (12) is
|ΨMPS(t) 〉 = exp
[
−i
(
L∑
i=1
P(1)i −
L−1∑
i=1
P(2)i
)
Ht
]
|ΨMPS(0) 〉 . (13)
The exponential operator can be approximated52,53 with a second-order Trotter factor-
ization:
e−iP| ΨMPS(t) 〉Ht ≈ e−iP(1)1 HteiP(2)1 Hte−iP(1)2 HteiP(2)2 Ht · · · e−iP(1)L Ht (14)
Each exponential operator of Eq. 14 determines the evolution of a single tensor Mσiai−1,ai
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as
Mσi(t) = e−iH
(1)
i tMσi(0) , (15)
where H
(1)
i is the representation of H in the | a(l)i−1σia(r)i 〉 renormalized bases obtained with
the MPS canonized on site i. Additionally, eiP
(2)
i Ht determines the time-evolution of the
so-called zero-site tensor N for site i, defined as SV where
Mσiai−1ai(t) =
∑
a′i
Uσiai−1a′i
Sa′i,a′iVa′i,ai (16)
as
N (t) = eiH
(2)
i tN (0) . (17)
In Eq. (17), H
(2)
i is the representation of H in the | a(l)i a(r)i 〉 basis. Eq. (17) propagates
the zero-zite tensor backward in time, Since hte | a(l)i 〉 basis functions are already included
in the | a(l)i−1σi 〉 basis (see Eq. (8)), this back-propagation step ensures that the projection of
the wave function onto the | a(l)i 〉 basis is not propagated twice. The operators of Eq. (14)
can be applied sequentially, as in the sweep-based optimization of DMRG.
Eqs. (15) and (17) can be evaluated efficiently with an iterative approximation of the
exponential operator based, for instance, on the Lanczos algorithm,68–70 so that both the
wave function energy and norm are conserved.52 The TD-DMRG algorithm outlined above
can be extended to propagate simultaneously two consecutive sites, as is done in time-
independent two-site DMRG. In this case, P(1)i is the projector for the | a(l)i−1σiσi+1a(r)i+1 〉
basis, and Eq. (15) determines the time-evolution of the two-site tensor T σi,σi+1 , defined as
T σi,σi+1ai−1,ai+1 =
∑
ai
Mσiai−1,aiM
σi+1
ai,ai+1
. (18)
Moreover, P(2)i becomes the projection onto the | a(l)i−1σia(r)i+1 〉 basis. We will refer in the
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following to this two-site variant as TD-DMRG(TS), and to the single-site formulation as
TD-DMRG(SS).
Compared to an exact, full-CI propagation, tangent-space TD-DMRG introduces three
approximations. First, the wave function is approximated as a MPS with a fixed given bond
dimension m. We will refer to the related error as the “truncation error”. This approximation
is the same as for time-independent DMRG and can be controlled by performing propaga-
tions with increasing m values and monitoring the convergence of the target observables.
Due to the entanglement barrier, the truncation error will grow with t, and therefore the
accuracy of TD-DMRG will consequently deteriorate. We showed that for vibrational and
vibronic Hamiltonians the truncation error has, in practice, only a minor impact on observ-
ables such as absorption spectra,.53 We assess here if this is the case for electron dynamics.
The second approximation is the second-order Trotter factorization of the time-evolution
operator. We will refer to the corresponding error as “Trotterization error”. The impact
of such approximation can be quantified by considering that Eq. (14) represents the first-
order terms of the so-called Baker-Campbell-Hausforff formula for an exponential operator.
Therefore, the error will be proportional to the first correction, i.e. the second-order term.
Once applied onto an MPS | ΨMPS 〉, such terms would include, for instance, the following
contribution:
[
P(1)i H,P(2)i H
]
|ΨMPS 〉
=
∑
a
(l)
i−1,σi,a
(r)
i
∑
a
(l)
i ,a¯
(r)
i
(
| a(l)i−1σi−1a(r)i 〉〈 a(l)i−1σi−1a(r)i |H| a(l)i a¯(r)i 〉〈 a(l)i a¯(r)i |H|ΨMPS 〉
−| a(l)i a¯(r)i 〉〈 a(l)i a¯(r)i |H| a(l)i−1σi−1a(r)i 〉〈 a(l)i−1σi−1a(r)i |H|ΨMPS 〉
)
(19)
In the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (19), we first apply H onto the MPS, then
project onto the |a(l)i−1σi−1a(r)i 〉, apply H a second time and, lastly, project onto the |a(l)i a(r)i 〉
basis. The second term applies the two projectors in the reversed order The representation
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of H| ΨMPS 〉 in the | a(l)i 〉 basis will be less accurate than that in the | a(l)i−1σi 〉 basis, and
therefore the two terms of Eq. (19) will differ. In the limit of a converged MPS, the basis
functions included in | a(l)i−1σi 〉 and not in | a(l)i 〉 will give a negligible contribution to the
wave function. Therefore, the error will decrease with m as the truncation error, as pointed
out in Ref. 30.
A third approximation is the solution of Eqs. (15) and (17) with the iterative Lanczos
algorithm.68 The accuracy of this approximation can be controlled based on the error esti-
mates introduced in Ref. 68. In all cases, a wave function accuracy of 10−10 can be reached
with a 10-dimensional Krylov space.
2.3 External time-dependent perturbations
The possibility of extending tangent-space TD-DMRG to Hamiltonians containing operators
that are explicitly time-dependent is only briefly mentioned in Ref. 51. However, any spec-
troscopic simulation will require including the light-matter interaction contribution to the
molecular Hamiltonian. For time-dependent Hamiltonians H(t), the formal solution to the
differential equation given in Eq. (12) cannot be written as in Eq. (13). However, Eq. (12)
can still be simplified by a Trotter factorization, resulting in the following series of differential
equation:
∂|ΨMPS(t) 〉
∂t
= −iP(1)i H(t)|ΨMPS(t) 〉 (20)
∂|ΨMPS(t) 〉
∂t
= iP(2)i H(t)|ΨMPS(t) 〉 , (21)
where the solution to Eq. (20) for site i is the initial wave function for Eq. (21) for the
same site. Similarly, the solution of Eq. (21) for site (i+ 1) defines the initial wave function
for Eq. (20) for site (i+1). Ref. 51 suggests to solve the local differential equation with a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta propagator. In the present work, we instead rely on two Magnus
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integrators that are routinely applied to RT-TD-DFT.71,72 The first one is the so-called
exponential midpoint rule (EMR2) integrator that solves the Eq. (20) as:
|ΨMPS(t+ ∆t) 〉 = e−iP
(1)
i H(t+∆t/2)t|ΨMPS(t) 〉 , (22)
and leads to the following equation for the tensor Mσiai−1,ai :
Mσi(t+ ∆t) = e−iH
(1)
i (t+∆t/2)tMσi(t) (23)
As we already mentioned above, we neglect the dependence of the projection operators
on time through the time-dependent renormalized basis, and therefore H
(1)
i (t + ∆t/2) is
obtained from the representation of H(t+ ∆t/2) in the time-independent basis | a(l)i−1σia(r)i 〉.
We will refer to the TD-DMRG algorithm in which the local differential equations are solved
with Eq. (23) as EMR2-TD-DMRG. The error associated to approximating the solution of
Eqs. (20) and (21) with EMR2 scales a O(δt2), as for the Trotterization error. We already
mentioned that the Trotter error is expected to be very small for large m values, i.e. for
converged TD-DMRG simulations, and the EMR2 error will then be predominant. To cure
this effect, we also solve the local differential equation with the fourth-order commutator-free
(CF4) propagator.73 CF4 approximates the solution to Eq. (20) (the extension to Eq. (21)
is trivial) as follows:
|ΨMPS(t+ ∆t) 〉 = exp
[
−iα1P(1)i H(t+ ∆t1)t− iα2P(1)i H(t+ ∆t2)t
]
×
exp
[
−iα2P(1)i H(t+ ∆t1)t− iα1P(1)i H(t+ ∆t2)t
]
|ΨMPS(t) 〉 ,
(24)
where the constants α1 and α2 and the time-steps ∆t1 and ∆t2 are given in Ref. 73. Written
in terms of tensors, Eq. (24) reads:
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Mσi(t+ ∆t) =e−i(α1H
(1)
i (t+∆t1)+α2H
(1)
i (t+∆t2))t×
e−i(α2H
(1)
i (t+∆t1)+α1H
(1)
i (t+∆t2))tMσi(t)
(25)
Eq. (25) is solved by applying twice the Lanczos algorithm, one per exponential operator.
Note that H
(1)
i (t + ∆t1) and H
(1)
i (t + ∆t2) do not commute, and therefore their relative
order must be preserved when calculating the Krylov vectors. We will refer to the TD-
DMRG algorithm in which the local differential equations are solved with Eq. (25) as CF4-
TD-DMRG. The computational cost of CF4-TD-DMRG is approximately four times higher
than that of EMR2-TD-DMRG, since four MPO-MPS contractions must be calculated per
Krylov subspace vector. However, the CF4 integrator error scales as O(∆t4)), and therefore
can support larger time-steps. In the next section, we compare the relative accuracy of
both schemes. We will not present results obtained with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
algorithm51 since, in all cases, both EMR2-TD-DMRG and CF4-TD-DMRG are at least one
order of magnitude more stable.
2.4 Spin-adapted TD-DMRG
The computational cost of electronic TD-DMRG can be reduced by leveraging the spin
symmetries associated with the squared value of the overall electronic spin (S2) and to its
projection on a given axis (Sz). For spin-independent Hamiltonian, both these quantities
will be conserved during the propagation. Therefore, the wave function can be encoded as
a symmetry-adapted MPS, following Ref. 74,75. For abelian symmetry groups (such as the
one associated with the Sz symmetry), each indices of an MPS tensor (ai) can be assigned to
a single group irreducible representation (Γai). The non-zero blocks of M
σi
ai−1,ai are these for
which Γai−1⊗Γσi = Γai . This block-diagonal structure can be exploited to calculate efficiently
the MPS/MPO contractions and to enhance the m energy convergence.55 Compared to
standard DMRG, the tangent-space TD-DMRG theory introduces an additional step, i.e.
the zero-site tensor propagation (see Eq. (17)). Expressed in terms of MPS tensors and
11
boundaries, the contraction between H
(2)
i and the zero-site tensor N reads:
N¯al,a¯l =
∑
bl,b¯l
∑
a′l,a¯
′
l
Lblal,a′l
Na′l,a¯′lR
b¯l
a¯l,a¯
′
l
(26)
If follows from Ref. 74 that, in a symmetry-adapted framework, the only non-zero blocks
of N are these for which Γai = Γa′i . The boundaries have an analog block structure, and
therefore the computational cost associated with Eq. 26 can be reduced based on this block
structure.
The design of MPS tensors adapted to non-abelian symmetry groups, such as SU(2) that
is associated with the S2 conservation, is less trivial.54,55 In this case, each index ai is mapped
to a combination of Szai and S2ai quantum numbers, which we still denote as Γai . Following
Ref. 55, we express each tensor (referred in the rest of the paragraph as “full tensor”) as
the product of a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient, that depends on both Szai and S2ai , and a so-
called reduced tensor, that is independent on Sz. The efficiency of an SU(2)-adapted DMRG
implementation relies on the possibility of expressing all contractions in terms of reduced
tensors without calculating full counterpart. It is easy to prove55 that Na′l,a¯′l is a rank-0
tensor. This implies that Eq. 26 still holds true for the reduced counterpart of L, N , and
R without any modification. Note that the same does not hold true for the contraction of
a single-site tensor with the MPO, where an additional scaling factor proportional to the
9j-Wigner symbol appears in the spin-adapted DMRG theory.
3 Charge dynamics following ionization of benzene
We first simulate with TD-DMRG the electronic dynamics after ionization of benzene, which
is, together with iodoacetylene and phenylalanine,6,76 one of the few molecules for which ex-
perimental attosecond spectra are available.77 Upon ionization, experimental data77 suggest
that a charge oscillation occurs between the pi0 orbital and the two other degenerate occupied
pi orbitals (referred to in the following as pi1 and pi2). This is confirmed by third-order alge-
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braic diagrammatic construction (ADC(3)) calculations78 that predict an oscillation period
of about 950 fs, in good agreement with the experimental data. A more recent adaptive
TD-CI simulation based on a CAS(8,8) predicts an oscillation period of about 700 fs,79 and
the difference compared to the ADC(3) results is ascribed to missing dynamical correlation
effects. Here, we show how TD-DMRG can target larger active spaces including up to 26
electrons in 26 orbitals, based on the HF orbital calculated with 6-31G*. We first optimize
the TD-DMRG parameters (bond dimension m, time step ∆t and integration algorithm) for
a model active space including 14 electrons in 14 orbitals. We then simulate the dynam-
ics on larger active spaces based on these optimal parameters. In all cases, we rely on the
non-spin-adapted formulation of TD-DMRG.
3.1 Optimization of the TD-DMRG parameters
We generate the initial state for the propagation by optimizing the ground for a CAS(14,14)
both with time-independent DMRG (TI-DMRG) and with the imaginary-time variant of the
tangent-space TD-DMRG theory (we will refer to the resulting algorithm as iTD-DMRG).
We applied iTD-DMRG to the two-dimensional Fermi-Hubbard model in Ref. 80 and we
extend it here to the full non-relativistic electronic Hamiltonian. We report the in Table 1.
Table 1: Ground-state TI-DMRG(TS) and iTD-DMRG(TS) CAS(14,14) energy (in Hartree
atomic units) of benzene. The iTD-DMRG time-step is 500 as.
m=125 m=250 m=500
TI-DMRG -230.58635 -230.58669 -230.76082
iTD-DMRG -230.76007 -230.79079 -230.76082
The converged ground-state energy (m=500) obtained with iTD-DMRG matches the
TI-DMRG results, and the iTD-DMRG energy obtained for lower values of m (125 and
250) is consistently lower than the TI-DMRG one. The two algorithms should both, in
principle, converge to the same optimal MPS for a given m value, and therefore these results
suggest that iTD-DMRG is less prone to get stuck in local minima than standard TI-DMRG.
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Moreover, as illustrated in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information, iTD-DMRG converges
within 2-3 sweeps for all m values, and therefore it is as efficient as TI-DMRG (as we already
highlighted in our previous work80).
We simulate the ionization process with the so-called “sudden ionization” model and
assume that one electron is removed instantaneously from a given orbital (pi0). The initial
state wave function for the propagation (| ΨN−1GS 〉) is expressed in terms of the optimized
ground-state of the neutral molecule (|ΨNGS 〉) as
|ΨN−1GS 〉 =
aˆpi|ΨNGS 〉
〈ΨNGS | aˆ†piaˆpi | ΨNGS 〉
, (27)
where aˆpi is the annihilation operators associated to the pi
0 orbital. We obtain the MPS
representation of | ΨN−1GS 〉 by encoding aˆpi as MPO and evaluating Eq. (27) as MPO/MPS
contraction. We then propagate |ΨN−1GS 〉 constructing the second-quantized form of Eq. (3)
with the Hartree-Fock orbitals of the neutral state (i.e., we neglect orbital relaxation effects).
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the pi0(α) spin-orbital population of benzene calculated with
TD-DMRG(TS), ∆t=1 as, and varying m values.
We report in Figure 1 the resulting time evolution of the pi0 orbital population. For
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m=125 and 150, the hole remains localized on the pi0 orbital. Starting from m=200, we
observe the migration of the hole created in the pi0 spin-orbital to the pi1 one, in agreement
with experimental78 and theoretical79 data. The time-dependent population converges with
m=250, and therefore with the same m value that delivers converged energies. However, even
though the results obtained with lower energy m are qualitatively correct for TI-DMRG, they
are certainly incorrect for TD-DMRG. The maximum value of the pi0 orbital population is
obtained (for m=250) after 364 as, which corresponds to an oscillation period of 728 as,
in agreement with TD-CI data79 obtained based on CAS(8,8). Moreover, the pi1 orbital
population reaches its minimum at 364 as, therefore confirming that the hole migrates from
the pi0 orbital to the pi1 one.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the population of the pi0 orbital of benzene following ionization
of the pi0 orbital calculated with TD-DMRG(TS), m=250 (left panel) and m=500 (right
panel), varying ∆t values, and for a CAS(14,14)
The TD-DMRG efficiency depends crucially on the stability of the integration algorithm
with respect to the time step ∆t. As we show in Figure S2 of the Supplementary Infor-
mation, the TD-DMRG(TS) time-dependent population of the pi0 orbital, calculated with
different integration time-steps, is qualitatively reproduced for time steps ranging from 1 to
20 as. Such values are larger than the steps employed in the reference TD-CI work,79 and
comparable to the time-steps employed in other TD-DMRG formulations.45
As displayed in Figure 2 and in Table 2, the differences between the half-oscillation period
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Table 2: Half-period oscillation of the population of the pi0 orbital of benzene calculated
with TD-DMRG(TS) with different m and ∆t values.
∆t[as] 1 5 10 15 20
m=250 365 366 368 370 372
m=500 365 365 367 368 369
t1/2 of the pi
0 orbital obtained with different m and ∆t values are minor. For m=250, the
difference between the t1/2 value obtained with ∆t=1 as and ∆t=20 as is 7 as, and decreases
to 4 as with m=500. Such differences are small compared to the accuracy of time-resolved
experiments, and to other effects that are neglected in our model, such as orbital relaxation
and vibrational effects. Nevertheless, this suggests TD-DMRG is stable for large ∆t values,
especially for large m values. This trend is a,so consistent with the fact that, by increasing
the bond dimension m, the truncation error decreases and larger ∆t values can be employed
without increasing the Trotter error.
All results reported above are obtained with TD-DMRG(TS) because no electron dy-
namics is observed with TD-DMRG(SS), as we illustrate in Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information. As discussed in Ref. 81, TI-DMRG(SS) is prone to local minima convergence,
and we observe the same effect here in TD-DMRG. Let iion be the site corresponding to the
ionized orbital. By contracting all MPS tensors for sites i 6= iion, Eq. (2) can be written as
|Ψ 〉MPS =
∑
σiion
∑
aiion
∑
aiion+1
M
σiion
aiionaiion+1
| σion 〉 ⊗ | a(l)iion 〉 ⊗ | a
(r)
iion+1
〉 . (28)
As discussed in Section 2, both |a(l)iion 〉 and |a
(r)
iion+1
〉 can be assigned to an irreducible rep-
resentations of the Hamiltonian symmetry group, i.e. to a given number of alpha (Nα(a
(l)
iion
)
and Nα(a
(r)
iion+1
)) and beta (Nβ(a
(l)
iion
) and Nβ(a
(r)
iion+1
)) electrons. The non-zero blocks of
M
σiion
aiionaiion+1
are these for which Nα(a
(l)
iion
) + Nα(σiion) = N
α(a
(r)
iion+1
), Nα(σiion) being the
number of α electrons for the σ1 local basis function (for instance, Nα(| ↑ 〉) = 1). After
applying of the annihilation operator (see Eq. (27)), M
σiion
aiionaiion+1
6= 0 only if Nα(σi+ion) = 1
and, therefore, Nα(a
(l)
iion
) + 1 = Nα(a
(r)
iion+1
). However, hole migration from pi0 to pi1 will be
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observed only if blocks for which Nα(σi+ion) = 0 become non-null along the propagation.
This is, however, not possible because the time evolution does not break the block structure,
and the hole remains localized on the iion-th site. We do not observe this effect with TD-
DMRG(TS)61,81 that propagates simultaneously two adjacent tensors and therefore breaks
this block structure.
3.2 Active space selection
A migration half-period of 367 as is in reasonable agreement with the reference TD-CI data
but is much lower than the ADC(3) value of 467 as.78 We study the ionization dynamics
based on CAS(20,20) and CAS(26,26) to study the impact of the active space size on the
ionization dynamics.
Table 3: Ground-state iTD-DMRG(TS) energy (in Hartree atomic units) of benzene based
on CAS(20,20) and CAS(26,26) and ∆t=500 as.
m=125 m=250 m=500 m=1000
CAS(20,20) -230.79250 -230.79406 -230.79478 -230.79510
CAS(26,26) -230.82680 -230.83226 -230.83531 -230.83724
We report the corresponding iTD-DMRG(TS) ground-state energies in Table 3. As ex-
pected, the energy convergence with the bond dimension m is slower than for CAS(14,14). A
bond dimension m=500 is sufficient to obtain a mHa accuracy for CAS(20,20), but delivers
only an accuracy of 2 mHa for the larger CAS(26,26).
We report in Figure 3 the pi0 population calculated with TD-DMRG(TS), varying m val-
ues and ∆t=4 as (as we show in Figure S4 of the Supplementary Information, no differences
are observed with smaller time-steps). As for the energy, also the time-dependent population
of the pi0 orbital is converged with m=500, and minor differences are observed wit m=1000.
The resulting oscillation period is 800 as, therefore about 50 as larger than the CAS(14,14)
results and with a better agreement with the experimental value.
We report in Figure 4 the time evolution of the pi0 orbital population for CAS(14,14),
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Figure 3: Time evolution of the pi0 orbital population of benzene following ionization cal-
culated with TD-DMRG(TS), m=250, 500, and 1000, and ∆t=4 as based on CAS(20,20).
The right panel represents an enlarged representation of the full propagation (reported in
the left panel) between 350 and 430 as.
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Figure 4: Time evolution of the pi0 orbital population of benzene following ionization calcu-
lated with TD-DMRG(TS), m=500, ∆t=4 as and three different active spaces: CAS(14,14),
CAS(20,20), and CAS(26,26).
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CAS(20,20), and CAS(26,26). The maximum pi0 orbital population consistently decreases
by increasing the active space size. The hole oscillation period for CAS(26,26) is 804 as,
which a significantly better match of the experimental data, of about 900 as, compared to
CAS(14,14). Note that our simplified model of benzene neglects vibrational effects and relies
on a double-ζ basis sets. These limitations must be overcome to improve further the match
with experimental data.
3.3 Time-dependent entanglement measures
Quantum information-based metrics82 have been largely exploited to quantify correlation
effects in molecular system and to automatize the selection of active spaces in multicon-
figurational calculations.83–87 Such metrics are based on the single- (si(1)) and two-orbital
(sij(1)) entropy for orbitals i and j, defined as
si(1) = −
4∑
α=1
w
(1)
i,α lnw
(1)
i,α (29)
and
si(2) = −
16∑
α=1
w
(2)
i,α lnw
(2)
i,α (30)
where w
(1)
i,α and w
(2)
i,α is the α-th eigenvalue of the one- and two-orbital density matrix, respec-
tively. Large si(1) values identify strongly-correlated orbitals, and therefore active spaces
can be selected based on the single-orbital entropy.83 Here we will show that the same ideas
can be extended to TD-DMRG and track changes in the multireference character of the wave
function along a propagation.
We report in Figure 5 the time evolution of s(1) in benzene calculated with TD-DMRG(TS)
and based on CAS(14,14). As expected, the largest s(1) variation is observed for the ion-
ized orbital (labeled as 2 in Figure 5) and for the pi1 orbitals that are involved in the hole
migration, labeled as 5 and 6 in Figure 5. As shown in the right panel of Figure 5, the
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Figure 5: Time evolution of the single-orbital entropy s(1) for the occupied (left panel)
and virtual (right panel) orbitals of benzene calculated with TD-DMRG(TS), CAS(14,14),
m=500, and ∆t=4 as. Orbitals are numbered in increasing order of energy.
single-orbital entropy is large also for orbitals 8 and 9, i.e. the two degenerate lowest-energy
virtual pi orbitals, which are therefore involved in the hole migration process. The remaining
orbitals have a single-orbital entropy smaller than 0.1 at for all t values.
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Figure 6: Time evolution of the single-orbital entropy s(1) for the occupied (left panel)
and virtual (right panel) orbitals of benzene calculated with TD-DMRG(TS) based on
CAS(20,20), m=500, and ∆t=4 as. Orbitals are numbered in increasing energy order.
We report in Figure 6 the same plot obtained with the larger CAS(20,20). Comparison
with Figure 5 shows that the single-orbital entropy of orbital 18, which was not included
in the CAS(14,14), is larger than 0.2 between 400 and 600 as. The selection criteria im-
plemented in the AutoCAS algorithm83 would include such orbital in the active space for a
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multi-configurational calculation, and therefore this orbital is expected to give the largest
contribution to the half-oscillation period. Note also that the maximum s18(1) value is ob-
served between 400 and 600 as, i.e. the t values for which the largest difference between
CAS(14,14) and CAS(20,20) is observed. As we show in Figure S5 of the supplementary
material, the s1 value of the orbitals included in the CAS(26,26) and not in CAS(20,20)
is below 0.1 in all cases. This agrees with the observation that this additional increase of
the active space size does not further change the population dynamics (see Figure 4), and
suggests that changes in the multireference character of the time-dependent wave function
can be monitored based on the orbital entropies.
4 Electronic absorption spectra from TD-DMRG
Besides enabling the simulation of non-equilibrium electron dynamics, real-time electronic-
structure methods offer an alternative to TI algorithms. For instance, electronic spectra can
be simulated with TI methods based on sum-over-states algorithms, but can also be obtained
as Fourier transformation of the appropriate time-dependent autocorrelation function. This
approach has been applied to semiempirical methods,88,89 RT-TD-DFT11,12,90–92 and CC.16
This TD route to electronic spectra is particularly appealing when applied to the calculation
of X-ray spectra17,93–95 that are difficult to target with TI-based methods due to the need
of optimizing highly-lying excited states. The application of these approaches to CI-based
methods has however been scarce.23 Here we will show that electronic spectra can be reliably
calculated with TD-DMRG.
The electronic absorption cross section σ(E) is expressed in the time-domain as96
σ(E) =
E
3pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dt〈Ψ0 | µˆ e−iHt µˆ | Ψ0 〉 = E
3pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dt C(t) , (31)
where |Ψ0 〉 is the electronic ground state and µˆ is the dipole operator expressed, in second
quantization, as
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µ =
L∑
pq=1
〈 φp | µ | φq 〉 a†paq , (32)
where φ = {φ1, . . . , φL} is the reference orbital basis. The autocorrelation function C(t) =
〈 Ψ0 | µˆ e−iHt µˆ | Ψ0 〉 can be calculated from TD-DMRG by 1) encoding µˆ| Ψ0 〉 as MPS
and 2) propagating the resulting wave function with the time-independent Hamiltonian H
of Eq. (3). The MPO representation of the dipole operator µˆ reads
µˆ =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
b1,...,bL−1
µ
σ1,σ′1
1,b1
µ
σ2,σ′2
b1,b2
· · ·µσL,σ′LbL−1,1| σ 〉〈 σ′ | . (33)
Note that µˆ is a one-body operator and therefore its MPO representation will be much
more compact than for the Hamiltonian. Combining Eq. (33) and Eq. (2), µˆ| Ψ0 〉 can be
written as
µˆ|Ψ0 〉 =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
b1,...,bL−1
∑
a1,...,aL−1
µ
σ1,σ′1
1,b1
µ
σ2,σ′2
b1,b2
· · ·µσL,σ′LbL−1,1M
σ′1
1,a1
M
σ2,σ′2
b1b2
· · ·MσL,σ′LbL−11 | σ′ 〉
=
∑
σ
∑
a′1,...,a
′
L−1
Nσ11,a1N
σ2,σ2
b1b2
· · ·NσL,σLbL−11 | σ 〉
(34)
where the index a′i takes all possible values of the product ai × bi, and the Nσi tensors are
defined as
N
σ′i
a′i−1,a
′
i
≡ Nσ′iai−1bi−1,aibi =
∑
σ′i
µ
σi,σ
′
i
bi−1,biM
σ′i
ai−1,ai . (35)
Eq. (35) highlights that, for site i, the bond dimension of the MPS representation of
µˆ|Ψ0 〉 is bi times larger than that of |Ψ0 〉. To keep the bond dimension m fixed, we truncate
the MPS representation of µˆ|Ψ0 〉 before the propagation starts. This truncation introduces
an additional approximation that we define “initial truncation error”.
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4.1 Electronic absorption spectra of decacene
We simulate the absorption spectrum of decacene with TD-DMRG and compare our results
to reference TD-CI data23 based on CAS(10,10), the 6-31G* basis, and with natural orbitals
obtained from a CI singles calculation. We begin with the same CAS as in Ref. 23, and then
enlarge it and monitor the convergence of the absorption spectrum. We report in Table S1 of
the Supporting Information the iTD-DMRG ground-state energy of decacene for CAS(10,10).
As for benzene, TI-DMRG(TS) and iTD-DMRG(TS) converge to the same energy for all
m values, where both TI-DMRG(SS) and iTD-DMRG(SS) converge to higher-energy local
minima. We show in Figure S6 of the Supporting Information that iTD-DMRG(TS) requires
about twice as many microiteration to converge than TI-DMRG(TS), even though the num-
ber of Davidson iterations for each microiteration of TI-DMRG(TS) is consistently smaller
than the number of Lanczos iterations of TD-DMRG. Overall, the cost of TI-DMRG(TS)
and TD-DMRG(TS) is comparable.
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Figure 7: Absorption spectrum of decacene obtained with TD-DMRG(TS), CAS(10,10), and
different m values.
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Following Ref. 23, we obtain initial state for the propagation by applying the y com-
ponent of the dipole operator onto the MPS. We calculate the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function numerically after an overall propagation time of 100 fs, and with
a window function of 20 fs. We report in Figure 7 the absorption spectra calculated for m
values ranging between 125 and 1000. A bond dimension m=500 is required to obtain a
fully-converged bandshape, and therefore the m convergence of the absorption spectrum is
slower than that of the energy. The initial state for the propagation, obtained by applying
µˆ on the MPS, is the superposition of multiple excited states. As already discussed in Sec-
tion 2, the area law does not apply to excited states, and therefore a larger bond dimension
is required to represent such combination of excited state.
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Figure 8: Absorption spectrum of decacene obtained with TD-DMRG(TS) based on
CAS(10,10) for different step sizes ∆t and for m=500.
We show in Figure 8 that the overall bandshape obtained with TD-DMRG(TS) based
on CAS(10-10) and m=500 and different integration remains unchanged for time steps that
range from 20 to 80 as. The tangent-space TD-DMRG algorithm is, therefore, more stable
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than the Runge-Kutta integrator of Ref.23 that diverges for time-steps larger than 20 as.
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Figure 9: Absorption spectrum of Decacene obtained with a TD-DMRG(TS) based on
CAS(14,14) (right panel) for different m values. The time-step ∆t was set to 20 as in
all cases.
Despite being converged, the m=1000 spectrum does not match the reference of Ref.
23 due to the different orbital set. We show in Figure 9 that by increasing the active
space size to CAS(14,14) the agreement with the TD-CI spectrum improves remarkably. As
expected, larger m values are required to converge the bandshape for a larger CAS, and
slight differences are observed between the m=500 and m=1000 results. However, the main
difference between the m=500 and m=1000 spectra is an overall shift of the higher-energy
bands, but their relative intensity remains nearly unchanged.
Electronic excitation energies can be extracted from an absorption spectrum, either with
manual identification of the peak positions23 or by filter diagonalization.96,97 Here, we will
follow the first, simpler approach and compare the results with energies obtained with state-
specific excited-state time-independent DMRG.33,59 We compare in Figure 10 the absorption
spectrum of decacene obtained with CAS(10,10) with TD-DMRG(TS) and TI-DMRG(TS).
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Figure 10: Absorption spectrum of decacene obtained with a TD-DMRG(TS) (solid lines)
and with TI-DMRG(TS) (dashed lines) based on CAS(10,10) for different m values and
∆t=20 as.
We calculate transition dipole moments with Eq. 34. The individual excitation energies and
their respective transition dipole moment are reported in Table S2 of the Supporting In-
formation. The TD-DMRG spectrum is already qualitatively converged with m=125, even
if all bands are blue-shifted by about 0.5 eV, while the TI-DMRG spectrum obtained with
the same bond dimension is qualitatively wrong and dominated by a single, intense band at
about 2.5 eV. Conversely, as we show in Table S2 of the Supplementary Information, TI-
DMRG excitation energies are nearly converged with m=125, and therefore the convergence
of the transition dipole moments with m is slower than for the energy. Note that both the
position and the intensity of all bands in the TI-DMRG spectrum obtained with m=250 are
correct, while a blue shift is still observed for the TD-DMRG spectrum obtained with the
same m value, especially in the high-energy region. We rationalize the slower convergence
of TD-DMRG with m based on the fact that, while TI-DMRG optimizes each state sepa-
rately, TD-DMRG obtain the spectrum from a single propagation. The time-evolving MPS
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must, therefore, encode simultaneously all excited states, and a larger bond dimension m is
required to encode such information. We recall that excited states state-specific TI-DMRG
optimizes the excited-state MPS with a constrained optimization scheme59 that this intrin-
sically sequential scheme becomes inefficient for high-energy states. Energy-specific variants
of DMRG98–101 are more efficient in targeting excited states, but they still suffer from the
limitation that each excited state must be optimized with a separate DMRG calculation.
TD-DMRG is an efficient solution to all these problems since the absorption spectrum in a
given energy range is calculated with a single simulation.
5 Calculation of dynamical response properties
5.1 Time-dependent finite difference method
The calculation of frequency-dependent molecular properties is another paradigmatic ex-
ample of a problem that can be targeted by time-independent schemes,102 but that is con-
veniently solved with real-time electronic-structure methods.9,22,56,57 The time-dependent
dipole µ(t) of a molecule interacting with a monochromatic electromagnetic field with fre-
quency ωI and maximum field E0 can be expressed as a superposition of terms oscillating at
frequencies that are integer multiples of ω. By including only the first and second harmonics,
the i-th component of the dipole reads
µi(t) =
∑
j∈{x,y,z}
µij(t)Ej +
∑
j,k∈{x,y,z}
µijk(t)EjEk , (36)
with
µij(t) =
∑
j∈{x,y,z}
αij(−ω;ω)Ej cos(ωt)
µijk(t) =
1
4
∑
j,k∈{x,y,z}
(βijk(−2ω;ω, ω) cos(2ωt) + βijk(0;ω,−ω)) ,
(37)
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where α is the dynamical polarizability, and βijk(−2ω;ω, ω) and βijk(0;ω,−ω) are the first
hyperpolarizabilities. We will refer in the following to µij(t) and µijk(t) as second- and
third-order dipole response, respectively. Low-order properties are routinely obtained from
time-dependent perturbation theory,102–105 but this route becomes less efficient for second-
or higher-order response properties. Li and co-workers22,57 designed a time-dependent finite
difference-based method to calculate molecular properties based on quantum dynamics simu-
lations. The electronic ground state |Ψ0 〉 is first propagated under the action of a perturbing
oscillating electric field (E0 cos(ωt)) for a given E0 value. The propagation is repeated for
fields −E0, 2E0, and −2E0, and the second-order dipole response µij(t) is calculated with
the following finite-difference expression57
µij(t) =
8 (µi(t, Ej)− µi(t,−Ej))− 12 (µi(t, 2Ej)− µi(t,−2Ej))
12Ej
. (38)
α is calculated fitting the first-order dipole response µij(t) obtained from Eq. (38) to the
functional form of Eq. (37). The error of Eq. (38), referred to in the following as “finite
differentiation error”, scales as O(|E0|4). Eq. (38) can be extended to first and second
hyperpolarizabilities and, in the latter case, the propagations must be repeated also for a
field of 3E0 and −3E0.57 This scheme has been applied so-far to RT-TD-DFT57 and TD-
CI,22 and we apply it here to the calculation of high-order molecular response properties
with DMRG beyond the linear-response approximation.106,107
We keep only the dipole term in the light-matter interaction, so that the time-dependent
Hamiltonian H(t) reads:
H(t) = Hele − µ ·E(t) (39)
where E(t) is the time-dependent electric field and µ is defined in Eq. (32). Eq. (39) can be
encoded as an MPO with time-dependent W σi,σ
′
i tensors.
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5.2 TD-DMRG polarizabilities of BH
We calculate the dynamical (hyper)polarizability of BH with the algorithm introduced above
and compare our results to FCIQMC108 and FCI109 reference data. Note that FCIQMC data
are obtained with static response theory,108,110 and therefore will reproduce the TD-DMRG
data only in the ωI → 0 limit. We optimize the TD-DMRG parameters (time-step ∆t, field
E0) on the cc-pVDZ basis, which corresponds to a 19-orbital basis and apply the resulting
optimal parameter set to the larger aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, which includes 32 orbitals.
We report the ground state energies of BH obtained with iTD-DMRG and the cc-pVDZ
basis in Table S3 of the Supporting Information. iTD-DMRG(SS) energies are consistently
higher than the iTD-DMRG(TS) ones suggesting that, as for TI-DMRG,59,61,81 the iTD-
DMRG(SS) is prone to local minima convergence. In this case, we compare results obtained
with the not spin-adapted (“2U1”) and the spin-adapted (“SU2U1”) iTD-DMRG formula-
tions, to validate our implementation of the latter one. As expected, the fully-converged 2U1
and SU2U1 energies, obtained with m=250, match. All results reported in the following are
obtained with the spin-adapted TD-DMRG algorithm.
Table 4: First dynamical polarizability (in au) αxx(ω,−ω) of BH calculated at ωI=488 nm
with EMR2-TD-DMRG(SS)/cc-pVDZ and CF4-TD-DMRG(SS)/cc-pVDZ for varying inte-
gration time-steps ∆t, bond dimension m, and electric field E0.
E0
∆t=10 as ∆t=20 as
m=125 m=250 m=125 m=250
EMR2
0.003 21.9736 21.9730 22.0096 21.9730
0.006 21.9739 21.9732 21.9711 21.9728
0.010 21.9758 21.9760 21.9730 21.9750
CF4
0.003 21.9799 21.9716 21.9928 21.9977
0.006 21.9764 21.9813 21.9968 21.9974
0.010 21.9785 21.9856 21.9987 21.9988
We run both EMR2-TD-DMRG and CF4-TD-DMRG propagations starting from the
MPS optimized with iTD-DMRG. We recall that both the EMR2 and the CF4 integration
algorithms support time-dependent Hamiltonians, but they are less accurate than the Lanc-
zos integrator and require therefore smaller ∆t values. We report in Table 4 the dynamical
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polarizability αxx(ω) of BH (where x is the molecular axis of BH) obtained for different m
and E0 values. Following Ref. 109, we set the incident frequency to 0.093368 a.u. (488 nm).
The calculated αxx(ω,−ω) value is stable with respect to changes of all relevant parameter:
variations below 10−2 a.u. are observed between E0=0.003 and E0=0.01 a.u., in agreement
with the optimal E0 value of 0.003 reported in Ref. 22. As for the energy, also the first
polarizability is converged with m for all E0 and ∆t values with m=125. Deviations below
10−2 a.u. are observed between the ∆t=10 as and ∆t=20 as results, indicating that both
EMR2-TD-DMRG and CF4-TD-DMRG are as stable as the Lanczos-based integrator.
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Figure 11: First-order dipole response µxx(t) of BH calculated with EMR2-TD-DMRG(SS),
with a perturbing field E0 of 0.003 au and the cc-pVDZ basis. Plots labeled as “(f)” are
obtained fitting µxx to Eq. (37).
We report in Figure 11 the EMR2-TD-DMRG(SS) first-order dipole response µxx, ob-
tained from Eq. 38, with E0 = 0.003 a.u. and varying time steps. Note that µxx oscillates at
the same frequency of the perturbing field, and therefore the time evolution of µxx reproduces
correctly the analytical function of Eq. (37) and the finite-differentiation error is negligible.
As shown in Table 5, the finite-difference calculation of hyperpolarizability βxxx is more
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Table 5: Dynamical hyperpolarizability βxx(2ω,−ω,−ω) (in au) of BH calculated at
ω=488 nm with EMR2-TD-DMRG(SS) and CF4-TD-DMRG(SS) based on the cc-pVDZ
basis set for varying integration time-steps ∆t, bond dimension m, and electric field E0.
E0
∆t=10 as ∆t=20 as
m=125 m=250 m=125 m=250
EMR2
0.003 -63.5868 -63.7395 -73.2764 -63.5011
0.006 -63.9726 -63.9725 -63.7697 -63.7867
0.010 -63.9091 -63.8303 -63.9482 -63.8908
CF4
0.003 -63.6866 -63.7500 -63.5397 -63.5601
0.006 -63.3128 -63.8216 -63.8533 -63.7638
0.010 -63.8978 -64.2867 -64.1987 -64.2090
sensible than that of αxx to the simulation parameters. The EMR2-TD-DMRG value ob-
tained with E0=0.003 and ∆t=20 as deviates by more than 10 a.u. from the corresponding
m=250 value. The same difference falls below 0.003 a.u. with CF4-TD-DMRG. For small
fields, the error of the EMR2 integration algorithm becomes comparable to the dipole vari-
ation, and this renders the finite-difference procedure less accurate. We highlight this effect
in Figure 12, where we report the time-evolution of µxxx. The finite-difference formula of
Eq. 38 holds if µxxx(t) is a sinus-like function, and hits is the case for CF4-TD-DMRG (left
panel of Figure 12), while the EMR2-TD-DMRG propagation deviates from the expected
periodic time-evolution, especially in the long-time limit.
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Figure 12: Second-order dipole response µxxx(t) of BH calculated with EMR2-
TD-DMRG(SS)/cc-pVDZ (left panel) and CF4-TD-DMRG(SS)/cc-pVDZ (right panel),
∆t=20 as, and for different E0 values. Plots labeled as “(f)” are obtained fitting µxxx
to Eq. (37).
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Table 6: Polarizability αxx and hyperpolarizability βxxx of BH calculated with EMR2-TD-
DMRG and CF4-TD-DMRG with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis, ∆t=20 as, E0=0.006, and for
two different ωI values, 488 nm and 1064 nm. We report reference data obtained with FCI
frequency-dependent response theory, and with FCIQMC static response theory.
EMR2-TD-DMRG CF4-TD-DMRG
FCI109 FCIQMC108
m=125 m=250 m=125 m=250
αxx(1064 nm) 24.1685 24.1359 24.1432 24.1491 23.74 20.29
αxx(488 nm) 26.1083 26.1171 26.1821 26.1912 25.63 20.29
βxxx(1064 nm) -24.0167 -21.9264 -23.3424 -23.0983 -31.26 -
βxxx(488 nm) -77.9075 -78.5977 -75.1769 -74.4685 -118.10 -
The αxx and βxxx values reported in Table 4 and 5 do not match the full-CI refer-
ence data109 of 25.63 a.u. and -118.10 a.u., respectively, obtained with the larger d-aug-
ccpVTZ basis. We repeated the calculation with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, with ∆t=20 as,
E0=0.006. We calculate the dynamical response properties both at 488 nm and at 1064 nm
to verify if TD-DMRG reproduces correctly the difference in α and β at these two different
frequencies. We report the results in Table 6. As above, the polarizability αxx is converged
below 0.01 a.u. with m=125, even though TD-DMRG overestimates the FCI data by ap-
proximately 0.4 a.u.. Note, however, that the αxx(488 nm)/αxx(1064 nm) ratio calculated
with TD-DMRG is approximately 3, in agreement with the trend obtained with FCI. This
strong variation of α with ωI could not be reproduced from static response theory. More-
over, the calculated αxx(1064 nm) and αxx(488 nm) values are closer to the FCI reference
data109 than to the FCIQMC one.108 This indicates that TD-DMRG correctly captures the
dynamical contribution to αxx, and that the discrepancy with FCI data is due to a basis set
effect.
As we show in Table 6, also in this case the calculation of βxxx is more sensible to the
simulation parameters than for αxx. The EMR2-TD-DMRG βxxx(1064 nm) value calculated
with m=125 and m=250 differ by more than 3 au, and the same difference reduces to
0.3 a.u. with CF4-TD-DMRG, further confirming that the CF4 integrator is more reliable
than EMR2 in the calculation of high-order properties. Moreover, we report the time-
dependent second-order dipole response µxxx(t) obtained with EMR2-TD-DMRG and CF4-
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Figure 13: Second-order response function µxxx calculated EMR-TD-DMRG (blue lines) and
CF4-TD-DMRG(green lines), m=250, ∆t=20 as, E0=0.006, ωI=488 nm for the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis. Plots labeled as “(f)” are obtained fitting µxxx to Eq. (37).
TD-DMRG in Figure 13, . Based on the definition of Eq. (37), µxxx(t) is expected to oscillate
periodically at frequency 2ωI . This is the case, at least for the first three oscillations, for
the CF4-TD-DMRG propagation, but not for EMR2-TD-DMRG. Interestingly, the response
properties obtained by fitting µxxx(t) to Eq. (37) is nearly the same for EMR2-TD-DMRG
and CF4-TD-DMRG, and therefore the calculated βxxx(488 nm) value are not different as
Figure 13 would suggest. Note that CF4-TD-DMRG converges the hyperpolarizability below
0.5 a.u. with m=125, and this confirms our hypothesis that the discrepancy with reference
full-CI data109 can be ascribed to a basis set effect.
6 Conclusions
In the present work, we apply the tangent space-based formulation of the time-dependent
Density Matrix Renormalization Group (TD-DMRG)51–53 to dynamics driven by the non-
relativistic electronic quantum-chemical Hamiltonian. The resulting theory enables one to
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simulate non-equilibrium electron dynamics with a proper inclusion of electronic correla-
tion effects. TD-DMRG limits the computational costs of to time-dependent configuration-
interaction methods by encoding the wave function as a matrix product state. Even though
there is no formal guarantee that the electronic wave function can be represented as a
compact MPS throughout the whole propagation,64,67 we show that this holds true in prac-
tice for several applications, including ionization processes and electronic dynamics driven
by weak electromagnetic perturbations. We show that, compared to alternative formula-
tions, tangent-space TD-DMRG is particularly well suited to large-scale quantum dynam-
ics simulations since it supports Hamiltonian encoded as arbitrary complex MPOs and is
stable for large propagation time-steps. Our applications of TD-DMRG to fully ab-initio
quantum-chemical Hamiltonians show that the algorithm is an appealing alternative to time-
independent DMRG for calculating absorption spectra and high-order response molecular
properties. Moreover, it enables simulating electron dynamics under strong non-equilibrium
conditions, such as the ones driven by electron ionization. In future works, we will further
enhance the efficiency of this pilot TD-DMRG theory by coupling it to algorithm to adapt
dynamically the orbital basis, either with self-consistent field-based optimization25,26,28 or
with entanglement-based algorithms.67,82,83 These extensions will pave the route towards a
systematic application of TD-DMRG to the study of ultrafast phenomena on the attosecond
time-scale.5,111
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1 Additional information on the charge dynamics in
benzene
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Figure S1: iTD-DMRG energy convergence of benzene as a function of the sweep number
for CAS(14,14).
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Figure S2: Time evolution of the pi0 orbital population of benzene following ionization cal-
culated with TD-DMRG(TS), m=250 (upper panel) and m=500 (lower panel), and varying
∆t values.
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Figure S3: Time evolution of the pi0 orbital population of benzene following ionization calcu-
lated with TD-DMRG(TS), with m=250 and m=500, a CAS(14,14), and varying integration
time steps.
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Figure S4: Time evolution of the pi0 orbital population of benzene following ionization cal-
culated with TD-DMRG(TS), m=500, CAS(20,20) and varying integration time steps.
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Figure S5: Time evolution of the single-orbital entropy s(1) for the three lowest-energy
and three highest-energy orbitals of benzene calculated with TD-DMRG(TS), CAS(26,26),
m=500, and ∆t=4 as. Orbitals are numbered in increasing energy order.
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2 Additional information on the absorption spectrum
of decacene
Table S1: TI-DMRG ground-state energy of decacene obtained with TI-DMRG and iTD-
DMRG for varying m values, based on a CAS(10,10), and with ∆t=100 as.
m SS TS
TI-DMRG
125 -6.95753 -6.96254
250 -6.96168 -6.69258
500 -6.96260 -6.96276
iTD-DMRG
125 -6.95662 -6.96254
250 -6.95934 -6.96259
500 -6.96245 -6.96276
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Figure S6: Energy convergence of iTD-DMRG(TS) and TI-DMRG(TS) for decacene ob-
tained with CAS(10,10).
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Table S2: TI-DMRG excitation energies (∆E) and corresponding transition dipole moment
(µif ) for the 20 lowest-energy excited states of decacene calculated with TI-DMRG.
Exc. state
m=125 m=250
∆E µif ∆E µif
1 1.63582 6.02171E-14 1.63383 5.51467E-17
2 2.38911 2.61717E+00 2.39070 1.05122E+00
3 2.47704 -1.32077E-06 2.47640 1.29649E-12
4 3.23992 6.09734E-06 3.24004 1.14525E-05
5 3.32825 -1.01377E-07 3.31985 -1.64998E-12
6 3.33878 -4.60182E-06 3.33891 7.29552E-07
7 3.53275 3.84359E-06 3.52731 1.07960E-12
8 4.02290 1.58083E-01 4.01616 -1.05614E+00
9 4.22401 8.52178E-09 4.21948 1.42117E-12
10 4.29937 1.94683E-01 4.29398 -3.45847E-01
11 4.38059 3.41167E-06 4.37644 -4.47556E-07
12 4.42936 1.55454E-07 4.42598 9.10905E-12
13 4.63958 -5.85844E-01 4.63543 6.04199E-01
14 4.78194 4.69661E-07 4.78075 -1.64355E-12
15 4.78698 -3.87481E-08 4.78464 -1.59496E-14
16 4.87515 1.26325E-06 4.86753 2.97413E-06
17 4.98757 4.44766E-08 4.99037 -9.03149E-12
18 5.05045 -1.69439E-06 5.03798 3.43116E-12
19 5.23338 5.31578E-07 5.22638 -2.26406E-06
20 5.31334 -1.46661E-05 5.30834 1.10488E-06
21 5.38520 9.80675E-07 5.37473 -4.35951E-12
22 5.46552 3.32885E-09 5.46572 1.13020E-11
23 5.48102 5.76748E-01 5.47345 -1.18697E-01
24 5.51620 5.92789E-01 5.50895 1.95395E-02
25 5.61063 -5.99718E-06 5.60336 -5.93805E-06
26 5.72104 -4.72455E-07 5.70603 -1.94509E-11
27 5.73783 -9.88420E-06 5.82632 -4.16779E-02
28 5.78463 2.93355E-08 5.77871 -4.35863E-03
29 5.78766 -1.35764E-05 5.78144 1.61311E-04
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3 Additional information on the response properties of
BH
Table S3: Ground-state energy (in Hartree atomic units) of BH calculated with iTD-
DMRG(SS) and iTD-DMRG(TS) based on the cc-pVDZ basis both with the non spin-
adapted (2U1) and with the spin adapted (SU(2)) DMRG formulations.
m=125 m=250
2U1
SS -24.16214 -24.16214
TS -25.21620 -25.21621
SU(2)
SS -25.15821 -25.15822
TS -25.21621 -25.21621
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